
 

Martian rock winds back the clock
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Black Beauty. Credit: NASA

Almost 10 million years ago, a meteorite crashed into Earth. Hidden
inside were 23 microscopic grains which tell the story of how Mars
evolved.

Using one of WA's most powerful supercomputers, astronomers have
now uncovered the meteorite's life story.

A chemical clock

Around 5–10 million years ago, a meteorite containing zircon crashed
into Africa. When scientists discovered it in 2011, they named it NWA
7034. It was also nicknamed Black Beauty because of its color.

The meteorite contained 23 grains of zircon. Scientists used the tiny
crystals to corroborate how Mars is thought to have formed.

Zircon forms when magma crystallizes, meaning astronomers can use it
to work out how old planets are.

In the earliest days of a planet's creation, magma spews across the still-
forming surface. All this magma caused zircon to deposit on the surface
of Mars as it cooled.

Zircon contains radioisotopes. These are chemicals that break down into
more stable forms and emit radiation.

Because these chemicals decay at a predictable rate, researchers can use
them like a clock. They use the ratio of the original chemical and the
decayed chemical to calculate how long ago the zircon crystallized. In
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https://www.ga.gov.au/education/classroom-resources/minerals-energy/australian-mineral-facts/zircon
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php?code=54831
https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php?code=54831
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abl7497#:~:text=A%20total%20of%2066%20zircon%20grains%20from%20three%20meteorites%20in%20the%20NWA%207034%20suite%20%5BNWA%207034%20(n%20%3D%2026)%2C%20NWA%2011522%20(n%20%3D%207)%2C%20and%20NWA%2011220%20(n%20%3D%2033)%5D%20were%20surveyed%20using%20backscattered%20electron%20(BSE)%20and%20cathodoluminescence%20(CL)%20imaging%20(Fig.%201).
https://www.amnh.org/learn-teach/curriculum-collections/earth-inside-and-out/zircon-chronology-dating-the-oldest-material-on-earth#:~:text=Originally%20formed%20by,like%20tree%20rings
https://phys.org/tags/astronomers/
https://phys.org/tags/magma/
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1501658112#:~:text=high-precision%20Lu%E2%88%92Hf%20isotope%20analysis%20of%20meteorite%20crystalline%20zircon%2C%20a%20mineral%20that%20is%20resistant%20to%20metamorphism%20and%20has%20low%20Lu/Hf.%20We%20use%20the%20meteorite%20zircon%20data%20to%20define%20the%20Solar%20System%20initial%20176Hf/177Hf%20(0.279781%20%C2%B1%200.000018)


 

this way, it can shed light on the age of a planet.

Tracking black beauty

So how did scientists know Black Beauty came from Mars? Astronomers
ground up a small chunk of the meteorite and analyzed its chemical
composition.

Around the same time, the Curiosity Rover and Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter missions were on Mars. And they were sending back information
about the planet's rocky surface. The comparison showed Black Beauty
was most likely from Mars.

It took another 9 years to pinpoint where on Mars Black Beauty came
from.
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https://www.science.org/doi/abs/10.1126/science.1228858
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars-exploration/missions/?page=0&per_page=99&order=date+desc&search=
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars-exploration/missions/?page=0&per_page=99&order=date+desc&search=
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.1228858#:~:text=NWA%207034%20is%20a%20geochemically%20enriched%20crustal%20rock%20compositionally%20similar%20to%20basalts%20and%20average%20martian%20crust%20measured%20by%20recent%20Rover%20and%20Orbiter%20missions.


 

  

The Orion Nebula. Credit: NASA

A team of researchers from WA and France studied images of Mars to
find Black Beauty's home. They analyzed over 90 million meteorite
impact craters.
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-31444-8#:~:text=Using%20the%20size%20and%20spatial%20distribution%20of%20more%20than%2090%20million%20impact%20craters%20%3E50%E2%80%89m%20(both%20primaries%20and%20secondaries)%20detected%20using%20a%20Crater%20Detection%20Algorithm%20(CDA)
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-31444-8#:~:text=Using%20the%20size%20and%20spatial%20distribution%20of%20more%20than%2090%20million%20impact%20craters%20%3E50%E2%80%89m%20(both%20primaries%20and%20secondaries)%20detected%20using%20a%20Crater%20Detection%20Algorithm%20(CDA)


 

Kosta Servis is a senior data scientist for Pawsey Supercomputing
Center. He helped analyze all the data to identify where Black Beauty
originated from.

Kosta says researchers narrowed down the possible origin sites by
studying the meteorite's minerals and size.

"[Calculating the] energy required to escape the gravity of Mars and
hence the energy of the impact, we are able to constrain and, to some
degree of certainty, eliminate the other candidate ejection sites."

The team settled on an unnamed 10km crater in the Terra Cimmeria-
Sirenum province of Mars. This area lies in the planet's southern
hemisphere. The team named it Karratha after the Australian town's
iconic rock formations.

It's in the clouds

The most popular theory of planet formation is from the protoplanetary
disk.

Molecular clouds are massive space clouds of dust and gas. And by
massive, we mean they span lightyears from one side to the other. When
a dense pocket of these clouds collapse under its own gravity, a star is
born.

The new star causes parts of the remaining gas cloud to orbit it. This is
the protoplanetary disk. Particles of dust and ice collide to form
miniature planets, called planetesimals. Eventually, they build up to form
fully fledged planets. There's even a video game where you can do this
yourself.

Astronomers predict this using the Hubble telescope to observe nearby
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/protoplanetary-disk#:~:text=A%20protoplanetary%20disk%20is%20a,to%20Mars-sized%20planetary%20embryos.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/protoplanetary-disk#:~:text=A%20protoplanetary%20disk%20is%20a,to%20Mars-sized%20planetary%20embryos.
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0004-637X/724/1/687/meta#apj369545s4:~:text=the%20fact%20that%20we%20find%20star%20formation%20to%20be%20most%20intimately%20associated%20with%20the%20high%20extinction%20material%20in%20clouds%20is%20hardly%20surprising%20since%20it%20has%20been%20known%20for%20some%20time%20that%20active%20star%20formation%20is%20confined%20to%20the%20high%20volume%20density%20regions%20of%20molecular%20clouds%20(
https://particle.scitech.org.au/space/astronomers-shed-new-light-on-birth-of-stars-and-galaxies/
https://particle.scitech.org.au/space/astronomers-shed-new-light-on-birth-of-stars-and-galaxies/
https://phys.org/tags/new+star/
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Planetary_formation_and_migration#Planetesimal_formation:~:text=The%20dynamics%20of%20dust%20within%20a%20disk%20is%20dominated%20by%20gravity%20from%20the%20star%20and%20aerodynamic%20forces%20from%20the%20gas%2C%20including%20turbulence.
https://phys.org/tags/planets/
https://universesandbox.com/
https://universesandbox.com/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0004-6256/136/5/2136#aj283386s8:~:text=Since%20the%20early%201990s%2C%20Hubble%20Space%20Telescope%20(HST)%20observations%20of%20the%20ONC%20have%20been%20fundamental%20for%20clarifying%20the%20main%20characteristics%20of%20these%20young%20stellar%20objects%20(YSO)%20and%20their%20accretion%20disks.


 

gas forming clouds. An example is the Orion Nebula, which is still
forming solar systems and stars.

Astronomers then use computer simulations of accretion to model how
the gas clouds behave.

This new understanding of Mars is much bigger than the Red Planet.

"By understanding how Mars was formed, we are able to understand how
our Solar System evolved," says Kosta.

About 20 million years after forming, the Mars crust stabilized. Oceans
of magma cooled and crystallized. And trillions of tons of rock settled to
become the planet we know today.

With recent research suggesting Mars is more seismically active than
previously thought, perhaps there is more awaiting discovery.

This article first appeared on Particle, a science news website based at
Scitech, Perth, Australia. Read the original article.
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https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/ab86b7
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa7c64#apjaa7c64s4:~:text=Hence%2C%20protoplanetary%20disk,protoplanetary%20disk%20formation
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0222-z#:~:text=Given%20that%20formation%20of%20a%20stable%20primordial%20crust%20is%20the%20end%20product%20of%20planetary%20differentiation%2C%20our%20data%20require%20that%20the%20accretion%2C%20core%20formation%20and%20magma%20ocean%20crystallization%20on%20Mars%20were%20completed%20less%20than%2020%20Myr%20after%20the%20formation%20of%20the%20Solar%20System.
https://particle.scitech.org.au/space/mars-is-all-shook-up-literally/
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